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Alberta Aids to Daily Living 
Bulletin #149 
Updates to online health portal for 
medical-surgical and benchmark 
mobility benefits 
 
 
Alberta Blue Cross has updated the online health portal for medical-surgical and benchmark 
mobility benefits with several system functionality enhancements.  
The changes are being made as part of ongoing system enhancements, which have been 
informed, in part, by provider feedback.  
The changes take effect February 2, 2023. 
 

Summary of changes 
Changes for authorizers 
Authorizations will now be product-specific, rather than category-specific. This means that 
authorizers will be able to authorize new products in the same benefit category without 
terminating existing products on an authorization. 
This also means that authorizers will be able to terminate specific products on an existing 
authorization without having to terminate all items of that benefit type.  
Some benefits will now have additional eligibility questions that appear when submitting an 
authorization. For example, the online health portal will now ask for the number of sites when 
submitting a request for ostomy supplies. 
The online health portal has been updated to ensure the quantity of a benefit requested by an 
authorizer matches the amount the authorizer is allowed to request, based on provider type. 
Authorizers with specialist designations (e.g., NSWOCC for incontinence product) can authorize 
quantities greater than the published maximum for certain benefits. 
Authorization history reports have been enhanced to provide more detail, including more 
detailed reasons for denial. The reports will also have an additional sort functionality. 
The two-year default maximum date range for medical-surgical products (excluding breast 
prostheses) has been extended to allow for more flexibility. Authorizers will now be able to set 
authorization end dates up to four years into the future. 
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Changes for vendors 

As authorizations are now benefit-specific, claims will be adjudicated based on the specific 
products that appear on the authorization.  

Authorization reports have been enhanced to provide more detail, including a list of each 
individual product authorized and its status as approved or denied. This will support vendors in 
confirming approved benefits and submitting accurate claims.  

 

 
More information 
Lori Harmon, Medical-Surgical Program Manager 
T: 780-643-1307 
E: lori.harmon@gov.ab.ca 
Or 
Jennifer Bourret, Mobility and Equipment Program Manager 
T: 780-422-7756 
E: jennifer.bourret@gov.ab.ca  
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